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COMMONWEALTH OF THE BAHAMAS 

IN THE COURT OF APPEAL 

SCCrApp. No. 37 of 2017 

 

B E T W E E N 

 

       

  ERVIN LIVINGSTON BROWN  

           

Appellant 

 

AND 

 

 

REGINA 

            

Respondent  

 

 

 

BEFORE:        The Honourable Madam Justice Crane-Scott, JA 

         The Honourable Mr. Justice Roy Jones, JA    

   The Honourable Mr. Justice Milton Evans, JA  

 

APPEARANCES:  Mr. Roberto Reckley for the Appellant 

 Mrs. Stephanie Pintard for the Respondent  

  

 

DATES: 28 February, 2019; 20 March, 2019, 6 May, 2019, 6 June 2019, 11 

September, 2019, 7 November, 2019, 15 January, 2020, 5 May, 2020, 8 

June, 2020, 2 September, 2020; 9 December 2020 

Criminal Appeal – Mandatory death penalty – Appellant resentenced following abolition of 

mandatory death penalty – Imposition of discretionary life sentence – Appeal against sentence of 

life imprisonment – Whether judge properly informed himself of the individual circumstances of 

the offender – Whether there were good grounds for believing that the appellant was likely to 

reoffend and posed a future danger to the public for a period which could not be estimated – 

Whether sentence wrong in principle – Whether sentence unduly severe. 

In 1998, the appellant was convicted of murder and sentenced to the then mandatory death 

penalty. His appeal against conviction and sentence was affirmed in 1999 and he was duly 

remanded to death row. 
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Following the Privy Council decision in Bowe & Davis v. Regina [2006] UKPC 10, the 

mandatory death sentence was quashed and the appellant was brought before the Supreme Court 

in 2012 to be re-sentenced. 

 

A probation report was ordered. The report indicated that the appellant had, since his admission 

to prison, been tentatively diagnosed with a mental condition and that he was being housed on a 

block reserved for prisoners who were mentally ill. 

 

Instead of adjourning the hearing and ordering the preparation of a psychiatric report to ascertain 

the precise nature and extent of Brown’s condition and more importantly, whether that condition 

put him at risk of re-offending and made him a danger to the public, the learned judge proceeded 

to hear legal arguments in relation to sentence. After considering the respective submissions, the 

judge thereupon re-sentenced Brown to imprisonment for life and directed that he receive the 

appropriate treatment for his mental disability.  

 

The appellant appealed the life sentence on the ground that (i) the sentence was unduly harsh; 

and (ii) the sentence was wrong in principle. He filed an application for an extension of time 

seeking leave to appeal against the sentence on those grounds. The Crown did not object to the 

extension of time application and further conceded that the appeal had good prospects of success 

on ground (ii) as the judge had failed to fully inform himself about the appellant’s personal 

circumstances and in particular, the mitigating circumstances of his mental condition. 

 

Held: Extension of time application granted. Appeal allowed on ground (ii) on the basis that the 

imposition of the life sentence was wrong in principle. Matter remitted to Supreme Court for 

resentencing. 

 

The exercise of the discretion to impose a sentence of imprisonment for life may be justified in 

circumstances where the offence for which the defendant is to be sentenced is particularly grave 

and the evidence before the sentencing judge is such that it provides good grounds for believing 

that the offender’s likelihood of further offending is so great that he may remain a serious danger 

to the public for a period which cannot reliably be estimated at the time of sentence.  

 

The mere fact that a defendant may be suffering from a mental condition, does not lead 

inexorably to the conclusion that the defendant is likely to re-offend or that he poses a danger to 

the public in the future so as to justify the imposition of the maximum sentence of imprisonment 

for life.  

 

In order to justify the imposition of a sentence of life imprisonment, the evidence before the 

sentencing judge must be capable of supporting a conclusion that the defendant is very likely to 
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offend again and that the defendant poses a danger to the public for a period which cannot 

reliably be estimated. 

 

Having failed to obtain (as he should have) the necessary expert evidence both as to the nature 

and extent of the appellant’s tentative psychiatric diagnosis and of his likelihood of further 

serious offending in the future, there was no reasonable basis for the learned judge’s conclusion 

that the appellant may remain a serious danger to the public for a period which could not reliably 

be estimated.  

 

The exercise of the judge’s discretion in imposing the indeterminate sentence of imprisonment 

for life in this case was accordingly wrong in principle, patently erroneous and could not stand. 

 

 

Angelo Poitier v. Regina SCCrApp No. 95 of 2011; considered               
Attorney-General’s Reference No. 32 of 1996 (R v.Whittaker) [1997] 1 Cr. App. Rep. (S) 261; 

applied                    

Attorney-General v. Francis [2008] 4 BHS J No 69; mentioned                        

Bowe & Davis [2006] UKPC 10; mentioned                     

Elrick Ferguson v. Regina SCCrApp 24 of 2002; mentioned      

Jerome Daniel Francois v. Regina SCCrApp. No. 165 of 2010; applied        

Peter Meadows v. Regina SCCrApp No. 132 of 2009; considered               

R v. Chapman [2000]  1 Cr. App. R. (S) 377; applied                  
R v. Costelloe (1969) 54 Cr. App. R. 172;considered                                                                

R v. Hodgson (1968) 52 Cr. App. R. 113; applied                           

R v. Sands (1968) BHS J. No. 92; considered                             

R v.Terry William De Havilland (1983) 5 Cr. App. R. (S) 109; mentioned 

R v. Thornett (1979) 1 Cr. App. R. (S) 1; mentioned                       

Richard Brown v. The Queen [2016] UKPC 6; considered             

  

            

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

REASONS FOR DECISION 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Judgment prepared by the Honourable Madam Justice Crane-Scott, JA 

Introduction and Background 

1. On 27 January, 1998, the intended appellant, (“Brown”) was convicted along with his 

brother, Jason Brown, on a five count indictment which charged them jointly with one 

count of murder and two counts each of attempted murder and causing a wound. They 
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were each sentenced to the then mandatory death penalty on the count of murder; to 14 

years on the two attempted murder counts; and to 6 months in respect of the two counts 

of causing a wound.  

 

2. They both appealed their convictions and sentences; and on 5th October, 1999, after 

hearing their appeals, the Court of Appeal (differently constituted) allowed Jason’s 

appeal, but dismissed Brown’s appeal and affirmed his convictions and sentences, 

including his sentence of death for murder.       

  

3. The following summary, extracted from the Court of Appeal written Judgment in 

(SCCrApps. Nos. 5 & 6 of 1998) affirming Brown’s convictions and sentences, will 

provide the necessary factual background: 

 

“The scene was a yard, called Collins Yard, which is off Okra Hill in 

Nassau. It is a yard of many houses and the happenings on 26 January 

would seem to have had their origin in a quarrel and fight that had taken 

place between one of the injured men, George Collins and the second 

appellant, Jason Brown, who is the brother of the first appellant, Ervin 

Brown, some eight days earlier, on the 18 January. It would appear that 

Collins and another man were playing a game of dice under the window of 

one of the dwellings at the back of the yard that was occupied by the father 

of the appellants. The noise that they were making annoyed the father, and 

the second appellant who was then brushing his teeth in the house, came out 

to remonstrate with the players. Collins apologized and he and the other 

player removed from the area. But the apology did not seem to placate Jason 

who shortly after came to where Collins was and drew a knife. Collins 

picked up a concrete brick and struck him. A fight ensued which took them 

to the back of the yard where it ended, but not before Jason had threatened 

that he and “his boys” would “get” Collins.     

  

 Then came the fatal day. Sometime during the late morning or 

towards midday on 26 January 1996 Collins was again in the yard. He was 

there to visit his relatives who lived in one of the houses. He was standing 

outside their home with his brother, Patrick Daxon, and others, including 

the deceased, Adras Moltimer. The brother Patrick was entertaining the 

gathering with capering and jokes, when Jason came up behind Collins with 

a drawn knife. One of the group alerted Collins and he was able to pick up a 

bottle and face his would-be assailant. Jason ran toward the front of the 

yard pursued by Collins, and during this chase, and while still in the yard, 

Jason was heard to say “pull the rod, pull the rod”. The first appellant who 

was somewhere towards the side of the yard then pulled a gun from his waist 

and fired three shots. But before he could fire, Collins, apparently realising 

that he may be in danger, began to retrace his steps by by running towards 

the back. It was then that the shots rang out. He suffered a bullet wound to 

the left calf, and his brother Patrick an injury to the left buttock and leg, 

whilst Adras Moltimer fell dead from a bullet that penetrated his skull 

resulting in metal fragments protruding through the bridge of the nose.” 
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4. Approximately 7 years later, in 2006, the Privy Council in Bowe & Davis [2006] UKPC 

10 declared the imposition of the mandatory death penalty unconstitutional in The 

Bahamas. Like so many condemned prisoners who had also been sentenced to death, the 

Privy Council decision had obvious implications for Brown’s death sentence. In due 

course of time, and pursuant to a Practice Direction issued by the then Chief Justice, Sir. 

Burton Hall, Brown was brought back before the Supreme Court in February, 2012 to be 

re-sentenced in respect of his murder conviction.  

 

5. In advance of the hearing, the sentencing judge duly ordered the preparation of a 

probation report; and on 13 March, 2012, probation officer, Ms. Matrena Carey, 

summarized the contents of her report in the following terms: 

“Based on the information given, it appears as if the Concerned was initially 

reared by his maternal grandparents, then later by his parents, when he was 

an adolescent. His parents, who shared an acrimonious common-law 

relationship, seem not to have provided the necessary guidance for a stable 

upbringing. There were allegations of verbal and sexual abuse, in addition to 

a lack of financial and emotional support, all geared against his father. The 

impact of this can be reflected in the Concerned’s consumption of alcohol 

and use of marijuana as a teenager, and the discontinuation of his high 

school education. Additionally, it appears as if the Concerned did not sustain 

stable employment and by his own admission, was involved in criminal 

offences as a young man. 

Family members interviewed described the Concerned as a quiet 

individual who was not known to be violent. Therefore, they do not believe 

he is responsible for the present offence. They continue to support him and 

would like for him to be released into their care. 

Prison records indicate that the Concerned has been diagnosed with 

a psychiatric condition. This is reflected in the area where he is presently 

housed, the F-Block, which is known to house inmates who are mentally 

unstable. The Concerned has reportedly resided on this block for eight (8) 

years. Family members are aware of his mental condition and are of the 

belief that the systematic demise of a number of his loved ones, may have 

contributed to his diminished capacity. 

The Concerned has been serving sentence for the past fourteen (14) 

years, and was cited for only one (1) infraction, which occurred in 2002. 

Prior to his present housing status, he was in the Western Section of the 

Maximum Security Unit, mostly confined to the Condemned Block. As a 

result of his inmate status, he could not take advantage of the educational 

and vocational programs offered by the Prison. 

The Concerned continues to deny involvement in the present offence. 

Unfortunately, due to his mental state, he was unable to expand further and 

articulate himself like his fellow inmates in the same position. It is therefore 
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respectfully recommended that all of the above be taken into consideration 

when passing sentence.” [Emphasis added] 

6. Under cross-examination by Brown’s Defence counsel, Mr. Jerone Roberts, Ms. Carey 

confirmed that at page 4 of the Probation Report under the heading “Personal History” 

she had reported that:  

 

“Prior to his incarceration, he was never hospitalized however, according to 

his prison records and family members, he was admitted to Sandilands 

Rehabilitation Centre on two (2) occasions at least. The last recording 

showed that he was admitted at the aforementioned Centre in March 2002, 

suffering from Acute Psychosis after being seen by Dr. Darren Donaldson.” 

[Emphasis added] 

 

7. Under further cross-examination by Mr. Roberts, Ms. Carey was unable to say whether 

Brown’s mental condition had continued up to the time when she interviewed him. She 

conceded that without a court order, she had been unable to access Brown’s medical 

records at Sandilands. She confirmed that page 4 of her report contained an entry which 

stated that Dr. Donaldson, a Medical Officer at her Majesty’s Prisons, had tentatively 

diagnosed Brown as having a psychiatric disorder and had further recommended that 

Brown “remain at the Sandilands Rehabilitation Centre for the residue of the term of his 

sentence.” 

 

8. In short, there was no evidence that Brown had a prior history of mental illness or that 

mental issues had played any role in the 1996 shooting incident for which he was 

convicted and sentenced to death. On the contrary, Ms. Carey’s report clearly suggested 

that Dr. Donaldson’s tentative diagnosis was only made in 2002, by which time Brown 

had already been convicted and committed to prison under a sentence of death for some 4 

years!             

  

9. Instead of adjourning the hearing and ordering a psychiatric report to ascertain the precise 

nature of Brown’s condition and more importantly, whether the condition put him at risk 

of future serious offending or made him a danger to the public, the learned judge 

proceeded to hear legal arguments in relation to sentence.     

        

10. Counsel for the Crown, Mr. Vernal Collie, submitted, inter alia, that inasmuch as Brown 

was suffering from “some kind of mental disorder”, the Court ought to consider the 

imposition of a sentence of life imprisonment during which he would receive the 

necessary treatment as opposed to a determinate sentence. He relied on the cases of 

Terry William De Havilland (1983) 5 Cr. App. R. (S) 109; R v. Thornett (1979) 1 Cr. 

App. R. (S) 1 and Attorney-General v. Francis [2008] 4 BHS J No 69.   
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11. For his part, Defence counsel, Mr. Roberts, invited the judge to impose a sentence during 

which Mr. Brown would receive treatment for his mental condition. He cited a decision 

of this Court (differently constituted) in Elrick Ferguson v. Regina SCCrApp 24 of 

2002 where the Court of Appeal quashed Ferguson’s life sentence and substituted a 

sentence of 35 years for manslaughter. Mr. Roberts submitted that in the event that the 

court were minded to impose a life sentence, the judge should keep the sentence under 

periodic review and to order that Brown be brought back before the Supreme Court for 

review at “some point in the future” to consider whether he could receive a determinate 

sentence.           

  

12. To his credit (as clearly appears from his discussion with Mr. Roberts located between 

pages 22 through 24 of the transcript) the learned judge correctly held that given the 

statutory provisions for release of prison inmates contained in the Prison Act together 

with the Constitutional framework governing the exercise of the prerogative of mercy, he 

lacked the jurisdiction to pass a sentence which would allow for a future review by the 

court of any sentence which he would ultimately impose.     

         

13. After considering the respective submissions, the judge thereupon re-sentenced Brown to 

imprisonment for life and directed that he receive the appropriate treatment for his mental 

disability. At the time he passed the sentence, the judge declared:  

 

“THE COURT: Just stand up for me please. Ervin Brown, the Court has 

heard what counsel in this matter have said by way of their submission. The 

Court has listened to the evidence of Ms. Carey, the Probation Officer who 

prepared a report in respect of yourself. The Court is also aware of the facts 

of the case in which you have been convicted. You would have shot or 

participated in the shooting of a young man, albeit in circumstances where 

there may have been a hint of provocation due to a previous altercation. But 

the jury was satisfied that that played no part in the fatal act, and as such 

convicted both you and your brother of murder among other offences. 

 

The Court is of the view that given…your present circumstances, the 

suggestion that you may be suffering a mental disability that the Court could 

not be certain that you will not re-offend if released after a determinate 

period of time. In the circumstances, the Court is of the view that the 

appropriate sentence in your case is one of life imprisonment. The Court 

directs that you receive the appropriate treatment for your mental disability 

as diagnosed or mentioned by Dr. Donaldson in his report. It is hoped that 

you will receive the treatment and benefit from it so that at some point in the 

future, consideration may be made of your release back into the society. 

Your sentence begins from the time of your conviction.” [Emphasis added] 

 

14. Brown did not appeal the life sentence within the 21 day deadline for appeals. Instead, 

almost 7 years later, he approached the Court of Appeal by way of his letter of 6 
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February, 2017 and numerous follow-up letters sent between 2017 and 2018 in which he 

complained about the appropriateness of his life sentence and drew attention to his failing 

health situation in prison. 

 

15. The matter was placed before the Court in 2019. Thereafter, counsel was appointed to 

represent Brown and the necessary orders made to ready the matter for hearing before us. 

These included, inter alia, a request for a psychiatric report on Brown’s condition from 

Dr. John Dillett, the Consultant Forensic Psychiatrist attached to the Sandilands 

Rehabilitation Centre; together with an updated probation/social inquiry report from the 

Department of Rehabilitative & Welfare Services.      

        

16. On 2 September, 2020 after hearing arguments, we acceded to Brown’s extension of time 

application, quashed his life sentence and remitted the matter to the Supreme Court for 

re-sentencing. We had promised to give written reasons for our decision and do so now. 

  

The Extension of Time Application        

  

17. The time which elapsed before Brown approached the Court following the imposition of 

his sentence was, by any standards, unacceptably lengthy. Additionally, the reason 

(impecuniosity) which he proffered for the delay was not at all compelling inasmuch as 

he could have obtained the necessary forms from the Prison authorities and had them 

filed on his behalf. However, as the Crown did not object to the extension of time 

application, we proceeded to consider the merits of Brown’s appeal which was fully 

argued before us.  

                       

The Grounds of Appeal         

    

18. Counsel for Brown, Mr. Roberto Reckley, submitted that Brown relied on two grounds of 

appeal, namely: (i) – that the sentence was unduly harsh and severe; and (ii) – that the 

learned judge had erred in fact and in law by failing to take into account all the relevant 

mitigating factors personal to Brown, including the nature and extent of his mental 

condition.  

 

19. The sentence was unduly harsh and severe: In relation to the first ground, Mr. Reckley 

submitted that the life sentence was unduly harsh and severe inasmuch as there was 

nothing which suggested that Brown was incapable of reform or rehabilitation. He 

contended that the life sentence does not afford Brown the opportunity to re-enter the 

society once the rehabilitation process was complete. He urged us to quash the life 

sentence and to substitute a determinate sentence of imprisonment. He relied on two 

decisions of this Court (differently constituted) where determinate sentences of 35 years 
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and 40 years respectively, were substituted in place of the life sentences which had been 

imposed. See Peter Meadows v. Regina SCCrApp No. 132 of 2009 and Angelo Poitier 

v. Regina SCCrApp No. 95 of 2011. 

 

20. In reply, counsel for the respondent, Mrs. Stephanie Pintard, submitted that the 

authorities suggested that this Court had shown a preference for determinate sentences 

over the indeterminate, life sentence.  She referred to dicta in Poitier where the Court of 

Appeal had urged the introduction of a tariff component of the life sentence which would 

alleviate the uncertainty and apparent unfairness of life sentences. In the circumstances, 

she conceded that the life sentence which was imposed on Mr. Brown is unduly harsh and 

severe and suggested that the Court consider substituting a determinate sentence of 50 

years. 

 

21. The life sentence was wrong in principle: Turning to the second ground of appeal, Mr. 

Reckley, submitted that Brown had been deprived of a fair hearing because before 

imposing the life sentence the learned judge failed to ensure that he armed himself with 

all of the necessary information about Brown’s personal circumstances to enable him to 

arrive at a fair decision. As we understood the thrust of the second ground, it essentially 

was that the judge had failed to obtain and to take into account all the relevant factors 

personal to Brown before sentencing him; and that in consequence, the imposition of the 

indeterminate sentence of life imprisonment was wrong in principle. 

22. Mr. Reckley submitted that the sentencing transcript clearly showed that the only 

information regarding Mr. Brown’s psychiatric condition had come from the evidence of 

the probation officer, Ms. Carey who testified that based on the prison records, Brown 

was suffering from a psychiatric condition which, she said, was consistent with the fact 

that he was being housed in a prison block known to be reserved for inmates who were 

mentally unstable. 

 

23. He submitted that following Ms. Carey’s testimony, the judge failed to order the 

preparation of a psychiatric report and accordingly, did not have the necessary evidence 

concerning the nature and severity of Brown’s condition or as to his likelihood of re-

offending and regarding his dangerousness to the public on which he could properly 

proceed to sentence him. He further highlighted Ms. Carey’s evidence located at page 6 

of the transcript that the prison did not have the facilities to adequately care for Brown’s 

condition.            

  

24. Mr. Reckley was especially critical of the learned judge’s observation made at the time 

he imposed the life sentence, that given Brown’s mental issues, he could not be certain 

that he would not re-offend if he were to be released after a determinate period of time. 
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He contended that such a conclusion was unreasonable as it was made in the absence of 

any evidence which would have grounded such a belief. The judge, he contended, had 

essentially passed the maximum indeterminate sentence on Brown simply because the 

probation officer had testified that the prison records suggested that he had been 

tentatively diagnosed with a mental disorder. Brown, he said, had in reality been 

punished with more severity simply because he was ill. In the circumstances, the sentence 

of life imprisonment was clearly based on a wrong principle and unfair. He urged us to 

quash the life sentence and to substitute a determinate sentence of 30 years. 

 

25. For her part, Crown prosecutor, Mrs. Pintard readily conceded that the learned judge had 

not taken all the relevant factors into account. She agreed with Mr. Reckley that the 

learned judge had failed to make a full inquiry or investigation as to the precise nature 

and extent of the appellant’s psychiatric condition.  

 

26. She cited the Jamaican Privy Council decision of Richard Brown v. The Queen [2016] 

UKPC 6 where their Lordships advised that the appellant’s longstanding mental health 

condition was an additional factor to be taken into account by way of personal mitigation. 

She conceded that it was clear that information about Brown’s mental condition was not 

before the learned judge before he was sentenced and in the circumstances, the sentence 

of life imprisonment was wrong in principle and should be quashed and a determinate 

sentence substituted.          

  

27. Having examined the matter and in view of the Crown’s concessions, it was clear to us 

that ground (ii) of Brown’s appeal had considerable merit and that the life sentence was 

wrong in principle and could not be permitted to stand.     

          

28. We wish to draw attention once again to the observations which this Court made very 

recently in Jerome Daniel Francois v. Regina SCCrApp. No. 165 of 2010 regarding the 

nature of the life sentence and the various criteria which should be in place before the 

indeterminate sentence of life imprisonment is imposed.  

 

29. It goes without saying that by virtue of its indeterminate nature, a sentence of 

imprisonment for life effectively condemns a defendant on whom it is imposed to 

imprisonment for the rest of his natural life. Although Parliament has, undoubtedly, 

provided that a person who has been convicted of certain very grave offences is liable to 

the imposition of the sentence of life imprisonment, such a maximum sentence is 

discretionary in nature and ought never to be lightly imposed.    

   

30. Common law courts have over many years developed clear guidelines as to how, and in 

what circumstances the discretion to impose the indeterminate sentence of life 
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imprisonment ought to be exercised. See the discussion between paragraphs [19] through 

[27] of Francois delivered on  8 December 2020 applying the common law principles 

laid down in R v. Hodgson (1968) 52 Cr. App. R. 113; Attorney-General’s Reference 

No. 32 of 1996 (R v. Whittaker) [1997] 1 Cr. App. Rep. (S) 261 and R v. Chapman 

[2000]  1 Cr. App. R. (S) 377.         

     

31. The mere fact that a defendant may be suffering from a mental condition without more, 

does not lead inexorably to the conclusion that the defendant is likely to re-offend or that 

he poses a danger to the public in the future so as to justify the imposition of the 

maximum sentence of imprisonment for life. In order to justify the imposition of a 

sentence of life imprisonment in any given case, the evidence before the sentencing judge 

must be capable of supporting a reasonable conclusion that the defendant is likely to 

offend again and that the defendant poses a danger to the public for a period which 

cannot reliably be estimated. See Hodgson; Attorney-General’s Reference No. 32 of 

1996 (R v.Whittaker); and Chapman (above).       

  

32. Additionally, in R v. Sands [1985] BHS J. No. 92 this Court (differently constituted) and 

after considering the authorities, including Hodgson (above) and R v. Costelloe (1969) 

54 Cr. App. R. 172, accepted that the indeterminate sentence of life imprisonment might 

also be justifiably imposed in order to protect the public, including the victim or intended 

victim.  

 

33. In Costelloe (above), the appellant had been tried, inter alia, with two counts of 

attempted murder. He was convicted, inter alia, of the lesser offence of wounding with 

intent. The wounding with intent offence involved his having used a borrowed shotgun to 

wound a man with whom his ex-wife had gone to live following their divorce. The 

probation report produced at the sentencing disclosed that Costelloe had displayed a 

“striking lack of remorse”, coupled with “scarcely disguised satisfaction” with what had 

been done. In his sentencing remarks, the judge observed that the evidence had disclosed 

“venomous hatred”. The judge highlighted the appellant’s evidence at the trial that he 

had “intended to disfigure” the complainant; and had “intended to shoot his arm off” and 

further had “intended to put him into hospital for the rest of his life”.    

    

34. On appeal it was argued on Costelloe’s behalf that the life sentence was wrong in 

principle because while the court is under a public duty to punish the offender and to 

protect society-at-large, it was it was no part of a sentence to protect individuals. In 

dismissing the appeal and affirming Costelloe’s life sentence, Lord Parker (delivering the 

decision of the English Court of Appeal) stated that there was no reason whatever for 

drawing any such distinction as it was perfectly clear and has been done time and time 
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again that Judges have considered the safety of a particular person when considering 

what sentence to impose.  

 

35. In Sands (above), this Court (differently constituted) quashed Sands’ life sentence for 

manslaughter as it was satisfied that the sentence had really been imposed to punish 

Sands and not to protect the victim who was dead. Furthermore, the Court observed that 

there had been no evidence of mental disorder or instability. In quashing the sentence and 

substituting a determinate sentence of 15 years, the Court found that the case involved a 

classic case of a crime passionelle or the “eternal triangle” and that a definitive sentence 

was the appropriate sentence which should have been imposed. 

          

36. In summary, the imposition of the discretionary life sentence in this jurisdiction may be 

justified where the offence for which the defendant is to be sentenced is particularly 

grave and the evidence before the sentencing judge is such that there are good grounds 

for believing that the offender’s likelihood of further offending is so great that he may 

remain a serious danger to the public (including any specific person) for a period which 

cannot reliably be estimated at the time of sentence.  

37. In the present case, having failed to make a full inquiry or to obtain (as he should have) 

the necessary expert evidence both as to the nature and full extent of the Brown’s mental 

disorder or instability, as well as of his likelihood of further serious offending in the 

future, there was no reasonable basis for the learned judge’s conclusion that Brown may 

remain a serious danger to the public for a period which could not reliably be estimated.  

            

38. The exercise of the judge’s discretion in imposing the indeterminate sentence of 

imprisonment for life in this case was, accordingly, wrong in principle, patently 

erroneous and could not stand.        

  

39. As this Court did not have the benefit of the updated probation/social inquiry report 

which we had sought to obtain from the Department of Rehabilitative and Welfare 

Services prior to the hearing, we were unable to ourselves substitute an appropriate 

sentence and ultimately, had no alternative but to remit the matter to the Supreme Court 

for re-sentencing. 
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Disposition and Order 

40. For all the foregoing reasons, we acceded to the extension of time application, allowed 

Brown’s appeal on ground (ii) on the basis that the imposition of the life sentence was 

wrong in principle; and remitted the matter to the Supreme Court for re-sentencing.  

 

 

 

 

 

The Honourable Madam Justice Crane-Scott, JA 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                          The Honourable Mr. Justice Jones, JA 

 

 

 

 

 

          The Honourable Mr. Justice Evans, JA  
 

. 


